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Preference Degrees overLinguistic Preference Relationsin Decision MakingF. Herrera, E. Herrera-Viedma, J.L. VerdegayDept. of Computer Science and Arti�cial IntelligenceUniversity of Granada, 18071 - Granada, Spaine-mail: herrera,viedma,verdegay@robinson.ugr.esAbstractIn this paper it is presented the use of preference degrees to solve decision-making problems where linguistic preference relations are used to represent decision-makers' opinions. From a linguistic preference relation are de�ned a linguistic non-dominance degree, a linguistic dominance degree, and a stric domoninance degree,using linguistic quanti�ers and the ordered weight linguistic aggregation operator.These degrees, applied in a selection process, allow us to obtain a solution set inthe decision-making problem.Keywords: Decision making, linguistic preference relation, preference degree.1. IntroductionDecision making is an usual tarea in humans' activities. Its essence is, basically,to �nd a best option from among some feasible (relevant, available..) ones. A lot ofdecision making processes, in the real world, take place in an environment in which thegoals, the contraints and the consequences of possible actions are not precisely known.To deal quantitatively with imprecision, concepts and techniques of probability theoryare usually employed, and more particularly, the tools provided by decision theory,control theory and information theory. However, if the lack of precision has a qualitativenature, fuzzy set theory serves better than these theories to deal with those humanprocesses. There are many di�erent kinds of imprecision which can not be covered bythose theories, that is, inexactness, ill-de�ned, vagueness, or in short: fuzziness.Since 1970 fuzzy set theory, created by L. A. Zadeh in 1965 as a mathematicaltheory of vagueness [18], is being applied in decision-making as aim tool to deal withimprecision. Bellman and Zadeh proposed one of the �rst models of decision-making ina fuzzy environment [1], which has served as a point of departure for most of the authorsin fuzzy decision making theory. Di�erent fuzzy decision-making models have been pro-posed. A classi�cations of all of them depending on the number of stages before thedecision is reached, is shown in [16]. Some fuzzy models in one-stage decision-making



are: fuzzy individual decision-making models, fuzzy decision-making models under con-straints, fuzzy multi-person decision-making models applied in group decision theory,and multi-criteria decision-making models. Some models in multi-stage decision-makingare: fuzzy dynamic programming models, fuzzy dynamic systems models and linguisticmodels, [16].The fuzzy set theory applied on decision-making allows us to work in a most exibleframework, where it is possible to simulate the ability of humans to deal with fuzziness ofhuman judgments quantitatively, and therefore to incorporate more human consistencyor "human intelligence" in decision-making models.Here, our framework is decision-making models where are both linguistic assess-ments and fuzzy preference relations to represent decision-makers' opinions by meansof linguistic preference relations are used. From a linguistic preference relation we de�neseveral preference degrees to obtain the solution set in a decision-making problem.This paper shows the use of the preference degrees to solve decision-making prob-lems under linguistic preference relations, and is structured as follows: section 2 showsthe linguistic approach in decision making; section 3 presents the use of linguistic pref-erence relations; section 4 presents the preference degrees over linguistic preferencerelations; the section 5 shows an example of its application in group decision making,and �nally, some conclusions are presented.2. Linguistic Approach in Decision MakingThe linguistic approach considers the variables which participate in the problemassessed by means of linguistic terms instead of numerical values [19]. This approachis appropriated for a lot of problems, since it allows a representation of the decision-makers' information in a more direct and adequate form when they are unable ofexpressing that information in an exact numerical way.A linguistic variable di�ers from a numerical one in that its values are not numbers,they are words or sentences in a natural or arti�cial language. Since words, in general,are less precise than numbers, the concept of a linguistic variable serves to the purpose ofproviding a means of approximated characterization of a phenomena being too complexor too ill-de�ned as to be amenable of being described in conventional quantitativeterms.Therefore, we need a term set de�ning the uncertainty granularity, that is, the levelof distinction among di�erent countings of uncertainty. In [2] was studied the use ofterm sets with odd cardinal, representing the middle term a probability of "approx-imately 0.5", being the rest terms placed symmetrically around it and the limit ofgranularity 11 or no more than 13.The semantic of the elements of the term set is given by fuzzy numbers de�nedon the [0,1] interval, which are described by membership functions. As the linguistic



assessments are just approximate ones given by the individuals, we can consider thatlinear trapezoidal membership functions are good enough to capture the vagueness ofthose linguistic assessments, since to obtain more accurate values may be impossible orunnecessary. This representation is achieved by the 4-tuple (ai; bi; �i; �i) (the �rst twoparemeters indicate the interval in which the membership value is 1.0; the third andfourth parameters indicate the left and right width of the distribution).Let S = fsig; i 2 H = f0; : : : ; Tg be a �nite and totally ordered term set on [0,1]in the usual sense [2, 4]. Any label si represents a possible value for a linguistic realvariable, that is, a vague property or constraint on [0,1]. We shall consider term setlike in [?], and moreover, we shall require the following properties to this set:1) The set is ordered: si � sj if i � j.2) There is the negation operator: Neg(si) = sj such that j = T -i.3) Maximization operator: Max(si; sj) = si if si � sj .4) Minimization operator: Min(si; sj) = si if si � sj .For example, the following nine linguistic term set (with an associated semantic)[2], acomplishes all sense properties:C Certain (1; 1; 0; 0)EL Extremely likely (:98; :99; :05; :01)ML Most likely (:78; :92; :06; :05)MC Meaningfull chance (:63; :80; :05; :06)IM It may (:41; :58; :09; :07)SC Small chance (:22; :36; :05; :06)V LC V ery low chance (:1; :18; :06; :05)EU Extremely unlikely (:01; :02; :01; :05)I Impossible (0; 0; 0; 0)graphically:
0.0 1.00.5Fig. 1. Distribution of the nine linguistic term set



3. Linguistic Preference RelationsLet X be a set of alternatives over which the fuzzy preference attitude of a decision-maker is de�ned. Then, according with Tanino [14, 15], the fuzzy preference may berepresented as:1. A fuzzy choice set to represent his total preference attitude. It is described bya fuzzy subset of X , i.e., by a membership function � on X , whose value �(x)denotes the preference degree of x, or degree to which x is chosen as a desirablealternative.2. A fuzzy utility function. It is described as fuzzy mapping �, which associates afuzzy subset of the utility values space (usually the space of real numbers R) witheach alternative x, � : XxR �! [0; 1]; where �(x; t) denotes the degree to whichthe utility value of te alternative x is equal to t.3. A fuzzy preference relation. It is described by a fuzzy binary relation R on X ,that is, a fuzzy set on the product set XxX , characterized by a membershipfunction �R : XxX �! [0; 1], where �(xi; xj) denotes the preference degree ofthe alternative xi over xj .The use of fuzzy preference relations in decision making situations to voice decision-makers' opinions over an alternative set, with respect to some criteria , seems to bea useful tool in modelling decision processes. Among others, they appear in a verynatural way when we want to aggregate decision-makers' preferences into group ones.Assuming that X is a �nite set of alternatives X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng, it can bede�ned the decision-maker's preference attitude over X , as a nxn matrix whose (i,j)element is given by rij = �R(xi; xj); i; j = 1; : : : ; n:Providing a fuzzy relation R = (rij) with0 � rij � 1; (i; j = 1; : : : ; n);where:1. rij = 1 indicates the maximum degree of preference of xi over xj .2. 0:5 � rij � 1 indicates a de�nite preference of xi over xj .3. rij = 0:5 indicates the indi�erence between xi and xj .In other to that the fuzzy relation reetcs a preference, it would be desirable tosatisfy some of the following properties:1. Reciprocity: rij + rji = 1; 8i; j.



2. Max-Min Transitivity: rik �Min(rij; rjk); 8i; j; k.3. Max-Max Transitivity: rik �Max(rij; rjk); 8i; j; k.4. Restricted Max-Min Transitivity: rij � 0:5; rjk � 0:5;) rik �Min(rij ; rjk); 8i; j; k.5. Restricted Max-Max Transitivity: rij � 0:5; rjk � 0:5;) rik �Max(rij ; rjk); 8i; j; k.6. Additive Transitivity: rij + rjk � 0:5 = rik; 8i; j; k.7. Multiplicative Transitivity: rjirij � rkjrjk = rkirik ; 8i; j; k.More concretely, we are interested in the use of linguistic preference relations, thatis, a preference relation de�ned as: R: XxX �! S. Obviously, working in S, the lastof the above properties makes not sense, but yes the rest.Some methods to obtain the solution to a decision process from a fuzzy preferencerelation have been proposed [13, 12, 14, 15]. In the next section we present somepreference degrees to obtain a solution alternative set in the more general case of adecision process under linguistic preference relations.4. Preference Degrees under Linguistic Preference RelationsIn what follows we will describe three di�erent preference degrees under linguisticpreference relations. The �rst is a linguistic non-dominance degree, based in the conceptof non-dominanted alternatives by Orlovsky [13]. The other two are dominance degreesbased on the concept of fuzzy majority, represented by means of a fuzzy linguisticquanti�er. Finally we present a selection process in decision making using the threedegrees.4.1. Linguistic Non-Dominance DegreeConsider the linguistic preference relation P = (pij), i; j = f1; : : : ; ng. In [6] it isextended the non-dominated alternative concept by Orlovsky [13] to the use of linguisticpreference relations.Let S = fsig; i 2 H = f0; : : : ; Tg be a �nite and totally ordered term set on [0,1], asintroduced in section 2. Let P s be a linguistic strict preference relation �P s(xi; xj) = psijsuch that, psij = s0 if pij < pji;or psij = sk 2 S if pij � pji with pij = sl; pji = st and l = t + k:The linguistic non-dominance degree of xi is de�ned as�ND(xi) = Minxj2X [Neg(�P s(xj ; xi))]where the value �ND(xi) is to be meant as a linguistic degree to which the alternativexi is dominated by no one of the elements in X.



4.2. Dominance DegreesAs we have mentioned above, we present two dominance degrees based on theconcept of fuzzy majority. The �rst also is based on the use of the linguistic orderedweights aggregation (LOWA) operator [5]. Before to de�ne the dominance degrees, wepresent the concepts of linguistic quanti�er and the LOWA operator.The fuzzy linguistic quanti�ers were introduced by Zadeh in 1983 [20]. Linguisticquanti�ers are typi�ed by terms such as most, at least half, all, as many as possible,and assumed a quanti�er Q to be a fuzzy set in [0,1]. Zadeh distinguished betweentwo types of quanti�ers, absolute and proportional or relative. Absolute quanti�ers areused to represent amounts that are absolute in nature. These quanti�ers are closelyrelated to the concepts of the count of number of elements. Zadeh suggested that theseabsolute quanti�ers values can be represented as fuzzy subsets of the non-negative reals,R+. In particular, he suggested that an absolute quanti�er can be represented by afuzzy subset Q, where for any r 2 R+, Q(r) indicates the degree to which the value rsatis�es the concept represented by Q. And, relative quanti�ers represent proportiontype statements. Thus, if Q is a relative quanti�er, then Q can be represented as afuzzy subset of [0; 1] such that for each r 2 [0; 1], Q(r) indicates the degree to which rportion of objects satis�es the concept devoted by Q.An absolute quanti�er Q : R+ ! [0; 1]; satis�es:Q(0) = 0;9k such that Q(k) = 1A relative quanti�er, Q : [0; 1]! [0; 1]; satis�es:Q(0) = 0;9r 2 [0; 1] such that Q(r) = 1:A non-decreasing quanti�er satis�es:8a; b if a > b then Q(a) � Q(b):The membership function of a non-decreasing relative quantifer can be representedas Q(r) = 8>><>>: 0 if r < ar�ab�a if a � r � b1 if r > bwith a; b; r 2 [0; 1].



Let a1; : : : ; am be a set of labels to be aggregated, the LOWA operator is de�nedusing the concepts of ordered weighted averaging operator [17] and the convex combi-nation of linguistic labels [3]. The following expresion shows it [5]:F (a1; : : : ; am) = W �BT = Cfwk; bk; k = 1; : : : ; mg == w1 � b1 � (1� w1)�Cf�h; bh; h = 2; : : : ; mg;where W is a weight vector, W = [w1; : : : ; wn], verifying: i)wi 2 [0; 1], and ii)�iwi = 1.�h = wh=�m2 wk; h = 2; : : : ; m, and B is the associated ordered label vector, eachelement bi 2 B is the i-th largest label in the collection of labels a1; : : : ; am and C isthe convex combination of linguistic labels [3]. If wj = 1 y wi = 0 with i 6= j 8i, thenthe convex combination is de�ned as:Cfwi; bi; i = 1; : : : ; mg = bj :The weights vector, W , may be calculated using the relative quanti�er Q, whichrepresents a fuzzy majority of dominance over alternatives, by means of the followingexpresion [17, 7]: wi = Q(i=m)� Q((i� 1)=m); i= 1; : : : ; m:Linguistic Dominance DegreeWe de�ne a linguistic dominance degree, which acts on the alternative set as [8],LDD(xi) = FQi6=j (pij);where FQ is a LOWA operator whose weights are de�ned using relative quantifer Q,and whose components are the elements of the corresponding row of P , that is, for xithe set of n � 1 labels fpij n j = 1; : : : ; n and i 6= jg.Strict Dominance DegreeWe de�ne strict dominance degree as a real degree which acts on the alternative setas [8], SDD(xi) = Q( rin� 1);where ri = #fxq 2 X n piq > pqig:and # stands for the cardinal of term set.4.3. Preference Degrees in Decision Making: A Selection ProcessThe above preference degrees can be applied in a decision making problem with apreference relation representing the decision-makers' opinions, by means of a selectionprocess [9], as it is showed in the �gure 2.
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Fig. 2. Selection ProcessAs it is shown in the above �gure, �rst, applying the linguistic non-dominance degreeover the linguistic preference relation, is obtained the set of maximal non-dominatedalternatives, XND as:XND = fx 2 X n �ND(x) = Maxy2X [�ND(y)]gIf #XND > 1, then we apply the linguistic dominance degree over XND, and itis obtained the set of nondominated alternatives with maximun linguistic dominancedegree, XLDD, as:XLDD = fx 2 XND n LDD(x) = Maxy2XND [LDD(y)]g:Finally, if #XLDD > 1, then we apply the strict dominance degree over XLDD, andit is obtained the �nal solution alternative set to the selection process,XSDD, as:XSDD = fx 2 XLDD n SDD(x) = Maxy2XLLD [SDD(y)]g:In order to apply the two last degrees does not exist a ordering. It is possible toapply any of them in the �rst place.Sometimes, the set of maximal nondominated alternatives is formed by all possi-ble alternatives. This may happen because of the existence of balance among all thealternatives, or the existence of an inconsistency situation among all decision-makers'opinions. In these cases, the use of last two dominance degrees has more interest, be-cause it allows us to jump the inconsistency situation and to identify the best alternativeset.



5. The use of Preference Degrees in Group Decision MakingAs is well known, a group decision making process can be de�ned as a decisionsituation in which: (i) there are two or more individuals, each of them characterized byhis own perceptions, attitudes, motivations, and personalities, (ii) who recognize theexistence of a common problem, and (iii) attemp to reach a collective decision.The use of preference relations is usual in group decision making. Several authorshave provided interesting results on group decision making with the help of preferencerelations to represent the decision-makers' opinions[6, 9, 14, 10, 11]. Basically twoapproaches may be considered. A direct approachfP1; : : : ; Pmg ! solutionaccording to which, on the basis of the individual preference relations, a solution isderived, and an indirect approachfP1; : : : ; Pmg ! P ! solutionaccording to which, on the basis of the individual preference relations, a collectivelinguistic preference relation is derived, and then is obtained the solution.To develop an example of applying the dominance degrees in group decision making,we shall follow the indirect process in [5], based on the use of LOWA operator, forobtaining the collective preference relation.Suppose we have a set of 4 alternatives X = fx1; : : : ; x4g and a set of decision-makers N = f1; : : : ; 4g. Each decision-maker k 2 N provides his preference by meansof a preference relation P k , linguistically assessed into the above nine linguistic termset S, �P k : XxX ! S;where pkij 2 S represents the linguistically assessed preference degree of the alternativexi over xj . Assuming that P k is reciprocal in the sense, pkij = Neg(pkji), and by de�ni-tion pkii = Impossible (the minimum label in S), suppose that the linguistic preferencerelation of each decision-maker is:P1 = 2666664 � SC C IMC � EU ELI EL � V LCC EU ML � 3777775P2 = 2666664 � IM C EUIM � EU CI EL � V LCEL I ML � 3777775P3 = 2666664 � IM EL IIM � I ELEU C � V LCC EU ML � 3777775P4 = 2666664 � IM C EUIM � EU CI EL � V LCEL I ML � 3777775



respectively.As we consider the indirect derivation, then we obtain a collective linguistic pref-erence relation. Using the linguistic quanti�er "As many as possible ", with the pair(0:5; 1:0), and the corresponding LOWA operator with W = (0; 0; 0:5; 0:5), the collec-tive linguistic preference relation is:P = 2666664 � SC EL IIM � I ELI EL � V LCEL I ML � 3777775Then, the linguistic strict preference relation isP s = 2666664 � I EL IEU � I ELI EL � IEL I IM � 3777775being the linguistic nondominance degree of each alternative the following:[�ND(x1); �ND(x2); �ND(x3); �ND(x4)] = [EU;EU;EU;EU ] :In consequence, the set of maximal non-dominated alternatives is:XND = fx1; x2; x3; x4gThis is an example where the non-dominated alternative set is constituted by all possiblealternatives. But, in this case, this is so because of some inconsistencies in the decision-makers' opinions. For example the decision-maker 1 presents this incoherent situation:1 C�! 3 EL�! 2 C�! 4 EL�! 1and the decision-maker 2 this other one:1 C�! 3 EL�! 2 EL�! 4 C�! 1:Then, we apply the two dominance degrees, in any ordering, to bridge this incon-sistency situation. For example, applying �rstly the strict dominance degree on thealternatives of XND, we obtain:(SDD(x1); SDD(x2); SDD(x3); SDD(x4)) = [0:0; 0:03; 0:0; 0:03]and therefore, XSDD = fx2; x4g:
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